Missense mutations of human homeoboxes: A review.
The homeodomain (encoded by the homeobox) is the DNA-binding domain of a large variety of transcriptional regulators involved in controlling cell fate decisions and development. Mutations of homeobox-containing genes cause several diseases in humans. A variety of missense mutations giving rise to human diseases have been described. These mutations are an excellent model to better understand homeodomain molecular functions. To this end, homeobox missense mutations giving rise to human diseases are reviewed. Seventy-four independent homeobox mutations have been observed in 17 different genes. In the same genes, 30 missense mutations outside the homeobox have been observed, indicating that the homeodomain is more easily affected by single amino acids changes than the rest of the protein. Most missense mutations have dominant effects. Several data indicate that dominance is mostly due to haploinsufficiency. Among proteins having the homeodomain as the only DNA-binding domain, three "hot spot" regions can be delineated: 1) at codon encoding for Arg5; 2) at codon encoding for Arg31; and 3) at codons encoding for amino acids of recognition helix. In the latter, mutations at codons encoding for Arg residues at positions 52 and 53 are prevalent. In the recognition helix, Arg residues at positions 52 and 53 establish contacts with phosphates in the DNA backbone. Missense mutations of amino acids that contribute to sequence discrimination (such as those at positions 50 and 54) are present only in a minority of cases. Similar data have been obtained when missense mutations of proteins possessing an additional DNA-binding domain have been analyzed. The only exception is observed in the POU1F1 (PIT1) homeodomain, in which Arg58 is a "hot spot" for mutations, but is not involved in DNA recognition.